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#LETSGETPHYSICAL

Academic Senate questions need to get physical
By Nick Esposito
@NickSEsposito
San Jose State University’s physical education requirement may be
a thing of the past. Academic Senators started a discussion that may
remove P.E. from a list of mandatory general education courses required for graduation.
Last Tuesday, the academic senate met in the Engineering building to discuss the future of the
mandatory two-unit P.E. requirement in proposed senate policy AS
1542 .
A decision is expected by the
next Academic Senate meeting
Monday, May 12 .
AS 1542 states that “two units of

physical education will no longer be
required for graduation effective Fall
2 014,” and would rescind previous
senate policies, S7 3-5 and F96-12 that
require P.E. units be taken by all students.
According to Stacy Gleixner, professor of materials engineering and
chair of curriculum and research on
the Academic Senate, the conversation
of whether the requirement should be
dropped stemmed from ambiguity in
F96-12 , which does not require upper
division students to take P.E.
“(F96-12 ) reads that it is required
for lower division students but its
been enforced for all students,” Gleixner said. “The intent of it was for all
students from 1996 forward and that
has recently come into question.”

Gleixner said that there is also an
excess workload required in filling out
waivers that currently exempt certain
students from P.E.
Shirley Reekie, chair of the kinesiology department, said that this is not
a matter of ambiguous wording, but
a ploy to cut requirements to fit more
courses in the California State University (CSU) mandated 12 0 units.
“I regard that as back-door politics,” Reekie said. “Somebody has got
it into their head that 1996 requirement, although it explicitly stated
there were no exemptions and that it
was for everybody, they decided that
they are interpreting it in a different
way.”
According to Reekie, this is not
the first time that the Academic

Senate has discussed removing P.E.
as a graduation requirement and
remembers defending the requirement 18 years ago in 1996.
“In 1996, when I was a senator,
there was in place a thriving physical activity requirement with a
bunch of exemptions for people that
were older than 2 5, had a disability, etc.,” Reekie said. “Somebody
thought that the physical activity
wasn’t a good idea so they suggested
the requirement be removed.”
Reekie said the kinesiology department created a handout explaining the value of physical activity as a graduation requirement
that convinced the senators to vote
against the 1996 proposal and remove P.E. exemptions.

While the current discussion is
about removing the two-unit P.E.
requirement, Gleixner said that the
removal would not cut the kinesiology department and that P.E. courses
will still be offered in their entirety.
“We are just discussing the requirement (of P.E.) to the degree,”
Gleixner said. “There is nothing
stopping students from taking kinesiology activity units and many
students still will.”
Reekie said that if the requirement is cut, the kinesiology department would still continue to offer its
courses and while she acknowledges
students would still take activity
courses there are those who would
cast out activity all together.

SEE PHYSICAL ON PAGE 3

CAMPUS IMAGE

Emotions
captured
in image
carousel
Photography and
art on display for
class exhibit
Benjamin Reha and Liz Cabrera,
senior photography majors,
examine Daniel Echeverri’s art piece,
Emotional Carousel, in Art room 204
Tuesday evening. The work is from a
photography image and idea class.
Brandon Chew | Spartan Daily

#CHARGEFORTHECURE

‘Power to Give’ app searches for aliens with your phone

Collaborative computing makes use of idle cycles for foundations and charities

By Sol Granados
@SolsAdLib

The Power to Give app works in three
simple steps.
First, download the app on a smartAs technology develops people have phone. Next, connect to WiFi. Finally,
more opportunities to help scientists connect the phone to an outlet to charge.
solve some of today’s issues in hopes for
Once the phone is charging, it powers
a better tomorrow.
a research-based grid of the project the
HTC’s “Power to Give” app for smart- user has selected.
phones is a free application that allows
The projects vary from prousers to charge their phones and power grams such as medical, scientific or
world-wide research
environmental.
projects, according
“Metaphorically,
to the HTC website.
it’s like crowd-sourcSenior advertis- I think it’s really cool
ing computing data
ing major and mar- because usually people just toward projects that
keting intern for donate money to research
would usually prove
HTC, Errol Villascostly for scientists
foundations, but now you
anta, advocates for
to maintain,” Vilcan use that excess power
the app.
lasanta said. “This
“Through the on your smartphones when
application works
HTC Power To Give it’s charging
only when your
app, users can seJ enilee De L a F uente phone is charging
junior public relations major and on WiFi, so
lect from a variety
of available projone shouldn’t exects like the World
pect any extra data
Community Grid where scientists are charges or significant loss of battery
tirelessly researching cures for cancer, life.”
Alzheimer’s, AIDS and help by volunSan Jose State University is one of the
teering to donate their smartphone’s two universities helping spread awareexcess computing power,” Villasanta ness of the application.
said. “With this application’s success,
“Since this application is pretty new,
programs like the WCG can cut costs on San Jose State and UC Berkeley are the
buying expensive supercomputers and first two universities who are promoting
instead drive more money to expedit- this application, so we need a lot of help
ing their research.”
to get the word out,” Villasanta said.

facebook.com/spartandaily

There is also a Facebook page “HTC
Power to Give at SJSU” that consists of updates, contests, inspirational quotes and
news.
Other students are also getting involved in promoting the app on campus.
“Personally, I want to participate and
assist in the researches that benefit us in
general and those in need. I hope to increase awareness at SJSU and demonstrate
why it should be relevant,” said Denny
Doan, a senior history major.
“Smartphones are more than just smart
phones now,” said Jenilee De La Fuente, a
junior public relations major.
Although the app is currently only
available for Android phones, students are
still trying to raise its awareness.
“I think it’s really cool because usually people just donate money to research
foundations, but now you can use that excess power on your smartphones when it’s
charging,” De La Fuente said.
De La Fuenta said that you don’t really
have to do anything besides have the app
open while it’s charging.
“Personally, I got involved with promoting this application because I saw the opportunity this application has to harness
the tech-savvy, goodwill characteristics we
SJSU students are known to have and focus
it toward creating positive global change,”
Villasanta said.
Sol Granados is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

@spartandaily
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Screencapture of Power to Give
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#FRACTUREDFAMILY

Immigration reform
rally demonstrates
need to reconnect
separated families
By Nick Ibarra
@NickMIbarra
David Gonzalez, a freshman aerospace engineering
major who immigrated to the
United States, has been separated from his mother, Antonia Aguilar, for more than
three years.
His mother has been unable to return to the U.S. after
traveling to Mexico to visit
her dying father.
“With my mother not
being around, my family is
separated,” Gonzalez said. “I
have my brother — my little
twelve-year-old brother —
he’s living with some relatives, my sister is living with
her friend. It’s just hard living

with our families not being
together.”
For the last few months,
Aguilar has been held in a
San Diego detention center
after attempting to re-enter the U.S. with more than
100 former U.S. residents
seeking amnesty in a campaign called “Bring Them
Home.”
Gonzalez said Aguilar
was deported on April 30,
days after Congresswoman
Zoe Lofgren (D., CA-19)
introduced a private bill
granting her amnesty.
The purpose of the bill
(H.R. 4506 “For the relief of
Antonia Esmeralda Aguilar Belmontes”) is to “bring
relief for the mother of a

Nicholas Ibarra | Spartan Daily
Center: Jose Gonzalez, 12, stands next his sister, Amelia Gonzalez, 18, during the May Day protest for immigration
reform last Thursday in San Jose. Their mother has been unable to return to the U.S. since 2010.
young man who is an engineering student at San Jose
State University,” Lofgren
said in a press release.

Nicholas Ibarra | Spartan Daily
Amelia Gonzalez, 18, and her brother Jose Gonzalez, 12, before the May Day protest for
immigration reform last Thursday in San Jose.

“Gonzalez is now faced
with the task of pursuing
his rigorous course of study
while also having to raise
his younger brother and
sister because his mother is
gone. She was deported after traveling to Mexico to
see her dying father. Like
any mother, she wants and
needs to be with her children,” Lofgren said.
Gonzalez said he “condemns” U.S. Immigration
and Customs Enforcement
for denying his mother’s
petition for amnesty and for
failing to notify Lofgren’s
office prior to the deportation.
“Everyone in this country has rights afforded to
them by the constitution
of the United States,” said
Daisy Vieyra, communications associate at the American Civil Liberties Union

(ACLU) of Northern California. “That’s regardless of
whether you are a U.S. citizen, a permanent resident
or simply don’t have status
in the country.”
Those rights include the
right to due process and the
ability to understand and
make informed legal decisions, which is something
many living in the country
without legal permission
aren’t provided, Vieyra said.
While the ACLU doesn’t
comment on individual
cases, Vieyra said having
immediate family in the
U.S. or living in the U.S. for
a long period of time should
be taken into account in deportation proceedings.
Although Gonzalez began receiving financial
aid in addition to having a
need based scholarship, he
said being an immigrant is

tough, particularly when it
comes to job prospects and
paying for school.
“I’m determined to get my
education, so I’m not going to
let anything like (money) stop
me from that,” Gonzalez said.
Gonzalez said that while
the battle for his mother’s return to the U.S. has been lost for
now, but that the war will wage
on.
“We will continue fighting
to reunite my family,” Gonzalez said. “But also to reunite all
of the other families that have
been separated because, you
know, this story is not unique.
You know, it’s the same story
that millions of other people —
millions of other families have
been separated, so we’re still
going to keep on fighting for
the right to keep our families
together.”
Nick Ibarra is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

#GSWARRIORGIRL

Dancing on the basketball court
takes ‘Warrior Girl’ international
By Raymond Ibale
Contributing Writer

Performing for fans all over the world is a
reward on its own, but Patrisha has collected
several honors along the way. She was voted
The light shines down and the music sur- Rookie of the Year in her first season with the
rounds her as she pops and locks her choreo- Warriors, and this past season she was voted by
graphed dance routine.
her coaches and teammates as Best Performer.
The fans of Oracle Arena give a loud and
“She juggles all her obligations with such
blistering cheer of approval as her dance rou- grace and I don’t think there has been one
tine ends with a viscous dance pose, smiles and time in the three years I’ve known her where
all.
I haven’t seen her with a positive, upbeat atThis is nothing new to Patrisha, junior pub- titude,” said Karlee, a captain of the Warrior
lic relations major who has been performing Girls. “She has become one of my best friends
with the Warriors’ dance squad for three years. and I admire how hard she works and every“Dancing has always been a passion of mine thing she is accomplishing.”
and the Warriors have always been my favorite
Patrisha’s success hasn’t been without
basketball team,” she said. “Once I turned 18, I sacrifices.
tried out and my goal of becoming a profession“Although I am very busy and may have
al NBA dancer came true.”
been absent during certain events, I don’t feel
She said that as exciting as her life may like I miss anything in my social life,” she said.
or a college student.
stud
sound, it is overwhelming for
“I have danced at a home game when it was
“We have practices at
Christmas, so I wasn’t able
least three times a week
to spend it with my famfor about three and a half
ily. However, I was able to
Visiting the Great Wall was
hours,” she said. “Somespend it with my teamtimes I have a packed a dream come true and
mates and the Warriors
schedule with dancing and sharing that experience with family, we always make
my other job as a dance Patrisha and the team was
unforgettable memories.”
teacher. On busy weeks we unforgettable...
Patrisha’s mom, Ruby,
end at 11 p.m. sometimes
said
Patrisha is a great role
Samantha
and the next day I wake up
junior public relations major model to her siblings and
for school around 6:30 a.m.
cousins. Ruby is proud of
and then right after school
Patrisha’s work ethic and
I have a game. However, it
how she’s handled herself
does not feel like work besince joining the team.
cause I love it so much.”
“She’s always working
At age six, she began dancing at Top Talent hard and puts all her best effort and passion
in Livermore. She has taught at Spark Dance on any goal she wants to achieve in her life,”
Studio in Pleasanton and currently teaches at Ruby said. “She sets a good example to her
Xtreme Force Dance Company in Livermore.
peers by balancing her extracurricular ac“I have been dancing for about 13 years and I tivities and setting her priorities.”
have trained in different styles — jazz, tap, lyriHer life is only going to get more hectic as
cal, ballet, contemporary and hip-hop,” she said. the Warriors look to capture playoff birth,
“My mom told me that when I was little I would but Patrisha said she is prepared for it.
always dance to the radio and liked to perform.
She said this is what she signed up for and
One day we strolled by a dance studio, I begged now that the wheels are in motion, there is no
her to enroll me in a class and my career in stopping her.
dancing began there.”
“Being on this team has taught me so
Her dance career has taken her to many plac- much about myself and life,” Patrisha said.
es. This past summer Patrisha and the Warriors “I hope to be on the Warrior Girls team for as
visited China for the NBA’s “Global Games.”
long as I can and I hope to continue my dance
“Visiting the Great Wall was a dream come career.”
true and sharing that experience with Patrisha
Raymond Ibale is a contributing writer.
and the team was unforgettable,” said Saman*Last names have been ommitted to protect the
tha, Patrisha’s teammate.
privacy of the individuals.
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CHANDRA LEVY

Physical: P.E . req uirement A ttorneys for C handra
on table may disappear L ev y’s killer q uestion
credibility of key witness
FROM PAGE 1

“We’re upset because of the people termed
as ‘ reluctant exercisers’ that go through all of
middle school and high school with no well
taught physical activity,” Reekie said. “This is
their last chance to receive some high quality
instruction that helps them potentially on doing a lifetime of activity.”
Students such as Louis Kim, a junior communications major and president of the men’s
club volleyball team along with Sara Cadena, a
senior animation major, have mixed feelings
on the issue.
Kim feels that the removal of the P.E. requirement would be in most students’ benefit.
“I just don’t see the point,” Kim said. “I’d
rather take a workshop class that had to do
with my future career. If I wanted a P.E. class,
I would just take it at a community college
where the cost would be cheaper.”

Cadena said she has a different point of
view and thinks that physical activity classes
have many benefits for students, especially as
a way to stay healthy during school.
“P.E. classes are just too important to remove as a requirement,” Cadena said. “There
are so many people who would never learn
how to exercise right or even experience the
camaraderie of being involved in an activity
if they are not forced to.”
While the discussion is ongoing, Gleixner
expressed the importance of student opinion
saying that Associated Students acts as the
voice of the students on such important issues.
“Associated Students represents them on
the senate,” Gleixner said. “They are a really
great voice for the students and I encourage
any students who have an opinion about this
to contact their A.S. representatives.”
Nick Esposito is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

WIKIPEDIAN

B erkeley hires first
Wikipedian- in- residence

Kristopher Skinner | McClatchy Tribune
Kevin Gorman, center, who has turned his Wikipedia-editing obsession into a job as UC
Berkeley first Wikipedian-in-residence, works with undergraduate students on their
Wikipedia projects in Berkeley, Calif., March 6, 2014.
By Franco Ordonez
McClatchy Tribune
Citing Wikipedia in a research paper may still be a huge
faux pas, but for a growing
number of college students, the
online encyclopedia is now the
assignment.
Enter 2 4-year-old Kevin
Gorman, the new Wikipedianin-residence at the University
of California, Berkeley.
In January, the campus
hired the Wikipedia devotee
(interests: wild mushrooms,
women in philosophy) to
coach students and advise
professors on the deceptively
complex task of editing articles for the user-generated
encyclopedia that gets 500
million monthly visitors.
“The goal of cultural institutions is in large part to share
knowledge, to make their information accessible to the general public,” Gorman says. “I
think it would be really, really
cool to get that information
online one way or another so its
access will no longer be limited
to people at Berkeley who have
Berkeley credentials.”
Rather than write term
papers to be read by a professor and forgotten, students at UC Berkeley and
elsewhere are being asked to
make their mark on the site.
More than 150 universities
nationwide — including the
University of San Francisco
and California Maritime
Academy — have classes producing content for the encyclopedia, according to Wiki
Education, a foundation
created in July to support
such projects.
“Students are the fuel
of Wikipedia,” said Frank
Schulenburg, who directs
the foundation.

Cal is the first American
university to create a position
devoted to improving the site
and getting its own rarefied
scholarship out to the public.
Some museums around the
world have Wikipedians and
Harvard’s Houghton Museum
last week advertised for one.
Gorman has edited Wikipedia obsessively since his undergraduate days at Cal. But don’t
call him a “WikiGnome,” as UC
Berkeley did in a 2 012 headline
about the 6-foot-5 undergraduate geography major. “I have no
idea why someone chose to call
me that a couple of years ago,”
he said.
Aside from interviews
news about the position
caught the attention of reporters in Germany and Spain, he
said — Gorman has spent his
first weeks on the job training
students, teaching assistants
and professors how to produce
and source Wiki articles, a
more complicated task than it
might seem.
Changes need to be explained, and they often are
discussed with other editors
at length, in an article’s “talk”
page. Subjective or weakly
sourced entries may be deleted, something junior Katrina
Anasco hopes doesn’t happen
to her group project on the Toxic Substances Control Act.
“It definitely opened my
eyes to how much work it is to
actually get an edit into a page,”
said Anasco, a student in professor Dara O’Rourke’s environmental justice class.
Gorman and Schulenburg
say college students bring needed racial and gender diversity
to a site dominated by young
white men, many of them computer programmers. While the
site has more than 4.5 million
entries, the information tends

to be skewed to their topics and
perspectives.
Search for a battleship or
sports car and the resulting
article will likely be “gorgeous” in its detail, Schulenburg said. “But as Gorman
has pointed out, articles
about female philosophers
were decidedly lacking.”
Gorman has filled some
of those gaps himself. And
now, editing Wikipedia articles is part of the curricula
in environmental justice
and cultural studies courses
taught by O’Rourke and Victoria Robinson.
The students will tackle existing articles on air pollution,
urban agriculture, hydraulic fracturing (also known as
“fracking”) and a toxic waste
dump near Kettleman City, Calif., south of Fresno.
The Kettleman City site
has been fined for failing to
report hazardous waste spills.
However, Gorman says, “all
Wikipedia has about the entire
controversy is a paragraph that
almost looks like it was written by a PR person for the toxic
waste dump.” (“The company is
an important employer and donates significant funds to the
local community, including
Kettleman City Elementary
School,” it says in part.)
Even before Gorman became Cal’s official Wikipedian, a job funded by grants,
he volunteered. With his help,
Robinson said, her students
published information from
peer-reviewed sources about
public interest topics such as
incarceration alternatives and
three strikes laws.
“There’s a sense of great
pride that they’ve contributed
to public knowledge,” Robinson said. “Oh, my God, now the
world can see their work.”

By Michael Doyle
McClatchy Tribune
Attorneys for the man
convicted of killing former
intern Chandra Levy formally made their case for
a new trial Tuesday, citing
serious problems with the
prosecution’s key witness.
Capping a post-trial investigation that’s lasted
for more than a year, defense attorneys declared
that onetime Fresno, Calif., gang leader Armando
Morales lied to cover up
his past as a prison snitch.
The deceit, defense attorneys said in a lengthy court
filing, spuriously boosted
Morales’ credibility.
Morales’s testimony that
Salvadoran immigrant Ingmar Guandique confessed
while they were prison cellmates proved the linchpin
against Guandique, who was
convicted of Levy’s murder
in November 2 010.
“Without Morales,” defense attorney Jonathan W.
Anderson wrote, “the government had no case.”
Guandique killed Levy
in Washington’s Rock Creek
Park on May 1, 2 001, shortly before the 2 4-year-old
former Bureau of Prisons
intern was to return to her
family’s Modesto, Calif.,
home, a jury concluded.
Guandique is now serving a
60-year prison sentence.
Her disappearance drew

national attention with the
rumors, later confirmed by
prosecutors, that Levy had
a relationship with thenDemocratic Congressman
Gary Condit of California.
Her skeletal remains were
found in the park in 2 002 .
Condit, who was never
charged, lost his re-election
bid that same year.
At the time of her disappearance, the 2 4-year-old
Levy had finished a University of Southern California graduate program and
a federal Bureau of Prisons
internship.
While testifying against
Guandique, Morales had
cast himself as someone
unaccustomed to cooperating with law enforcement
officials. But in late 2 012 ,
Justice Department officials say they learned for the
first time that Morales had
at least some prior record of
cooperation.
In his 84-page brief filed
Tuesday, Anderson, Guandique’s attorney, elaborated
that prosecutors failed to
meet their legal obligation
to correct testimony they
knew to be false or misleading. The obligation is akin to
the requirement that prosecutors share potentially exculpatory information with
the defense.
“Morales provided testimony that was false in
material aspects, and the
prosecutors had evidence

showing it to be false,” Anderson declared. “The prosecutors also should have
known much more about
Morales’s false and misleading testimony.”
Morales, for instance,
testified that he decided to
change his life and come
clean after a Christmas
2 008 visit with his family, which he said was the
first in 14 years. Defense
attorneys
subsequently
discovered that his mother
had visited him five times
within a two-month period
in 2 006 while Morales was
temporarily incarcerated at
U.S. Penitentiary Atwater,
north of Fresno.
Federal
prosecutors
countered in a statement
Tuesday that “it was the
U.S. Attorney’s Office that
initially brought the current issues involving Mr.
Morales to the attention
of the court and defense
counsel.”
“The ongoing proceedings involve just one of numerous government witnesses who testified against
Mr. Guandique, including
other women whom Mr.
Guandique stalked or violently attacked,” the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of Columbia stated. “It
is premature to cast doubt
on Mr. Morales’s credibility
before he has an opportunity to address the defense’s
speculation and conjecture.”
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#IMMIGRATIONINSTITUTE

CSU ETHNIC STUDIES

Performing arts to show
the immigrant experience

C al State’s ethnic studies
programs falter in changing times

By Hannah Moore
Contributing Writer

like creative artists,” Spangler said. “To make some decisions about understanding
someone else’s story whether
that’s (an oral interview) or a
work of literature and decide
what elements of that to put
on stage, (this is an) incredible amount of responsibility. You’ve got to learn something about the community
you’re working in.”
The institute will focus
on immigration to the U.S.
from Mexico, China and
Afghanistan in particular
because of their sizable representation in the U.S.

SJSU history professor
Glen Gendzel will serve as
lead scholar of the instiSan Jose State University
tute, providing information
will host a theatre institute July
about immigration to Cali13-2 7 , addressing how immifornia.
gration in the United States are
Gendzel said he will lead
portrayed through literature,
a walking tour of San Juan
oral interview and theatre.
Batista and lecture on the
The National Endowment
history of the missions, as
for the Humanities (NEH),
well as a “historical walking
an organization based in
tour of San Francisco, focusWashington D.C., gave SJSU
ing on immigration-related
$ 162 ,000 last August to host
sites.”
the institute, titled “The CalAttendees will hear readifornia Immigrant Experiings of scholarly journals
ence through Literature and
and other text on immigraTheatre.”
tion and theater.
Out of more than
The tours are a way
160 applicants from
of bringing the readacross the U.S. — who
ings to life.
It’s hard to think of a place
include K-12 teachers,
“Part of what we
that has more div ersity of
librarians, grad stuwant to emphasize in
immigration experience than the institute is that this
dents and school adSanta C lara county
ministrators — 2 5 were
is a human experience,”
chosen to participate.
Kahn said. “That it’s not
Dav id K ahn
Matthew Spangler,
just literature. It isn’t
theatre artss professor
proffess
s r
sso
a performance studies
just history. It’s someprofessor and David
thing that’s lived.”
Kahn, a theatre arts profes“We wanted to choose
Kahn said the artists and
sor will host the event.
communities that were rep- scholars who will instruct at
During the two-week insti- resented in the Bay Area, the institute are “a very imprestute, the 2 5 participants “will (and communities) that had sive group of individuals who
meet with a different scholar theater works produced about have dealt with this issue either
or artist who works at that in- their experiences, so we could from a very academic research
tersection of theater and im- bring those theatrical works point of view, or from a very
migration,” Spangler said.
(into the institute),” Spangler strong artistic point of view.”
Spangler and Kahn are said.
The institute period of two
among the group of faculty
Kahn said Santa Clara is weeks will end with a theater
members, scholars and art- “one of the most immigrant- performance at Hal Todd Theists who will guide partici- rich counties in the coun- atre at 7 :30 p.m. on Friday, July
pants through the institute.
try,” and is a great place to 2 5, featuring the 2 5 particiSpangler said he hopes the hold the institute.
pants and showcasing concepts
institute will be a learning
“It’s hard to think of a and ideas from the institute.
experience for participants, place that has more diverThe performance is free
faculty and the audience.
sity of immigration experi- and open to the public.
“This process will ask par- ence than Santa Clara counHannah Moore is a Spartan
ticipants themselves to be ty,” he said.
Daily contributing writer.

Ricardo DeAratanha | McClatchy Tribune
Nicolas Tran, 25, an Asian-American studies major, attends an Asian-American studies class at California State University Long Beach, Thursday, October 17, 2013. The
class is slated to be cut in the Spring.
By Carla Rivera
McClatchy Tribune
In the 1960s, California college campuses were hotbeds of civil rights and free
speech activity, where student protests resulted in the nation’s first ethnic studies
programs at San Francisco State and the
University of California, Berkeley, among
others.
Ethnic studies became a sought-after
major and a safe setting in which to examine the influence of the state’s diverse population of Latinos, African-Americans,
whites and Asians, among others.
In recent years, however, some of those
programs have been cut back, particularly
in the California State University system.
Today, students and faculty are once again
protesting: this time to save ethnic studies
majors.
At such campuses as San Jose, Stanislaus, Bakersfield, Long Beach and elsewhere, professors aren’t being replaced,
classes are being reduced and majors could
be eliminated or subsumed into other
liberal arts programs. The moves have reignited old debates and wounds about Cal
State’s commitment to social and cultural
diversity.
Educators and others say that as campuses look to trim costs, ethnic studies
programs are bearing the brunt and could
be seen as irrelevant.
Administrators counter that many
programs are not attracting enough students to fill classes.
The programs also face stiff competition as students of all ethnicities focus
more on obtaining degrees with immediate job prospects.
“A discipline like ethnic studies lays itself wide open to the critiques of what the
hell do you do with this, can you run a corporation or fly a plane with this? ” said Ron
Scapp, president of the National Association for Ethnic Studies, which is conducting a national survey on the status of such
programs.
But Scapp and others said that debates
over immigration, the election of the
country’s first black president and the
aftermath of the shooting death of black
teenager Trayvon Martin by a white man
show the nation is still grappling with issues of race and cultural diversity. Ethnic
studies programs, he said, offer a forum to
tackle these topics.
The initial intent of the programs was
to increase the numbers of students and
professors of color and expand historical
perspectives, including those of Native
Americans, women, gays and lesbians.
But it was also divisive, with some critics arguing that the disciplines lacked
academic rigor. In 2 010, Arizona banned
school districts from offering ethnic studies programs determined to be radical or
fostering racial resentment.
A recent move to reduce the status of
the Africana Studies Department at Cal
State Long Beach led the state Assembly
to adopt a resolution urging that it and
other such programs be maintained. Cal
State Chancellor Timothy White put the
changes on hold until the campus finds a
permanent replacement for former President F. King Alexander.
Proposed cuts on other campuses
prompted a delegation of faculty from

these programs to request a meeting with
White; it is scheduled this week. The group
wants a moratorium on proposed changes
until a study by the chancellor’s office that
is underway reviews policies at all 2 3 Cal
State campuses.
“We want to partner with the chancellor to look at the status of support for ethnic studies programs at campuses,” said
Kenneth Monteiro, the dean of the College
of Ethnic Studies at San Francisco State.
“As the CSU comes out of a very bad economic situation, how can we become better resourced and how can we become more
incorporated as leaders helping to grow
the university? ”
At the Stanislaus campus in Turlock,
professors Lilia DeKatzew and Kou Yang
said they fear their program will eventually be eliminated after administrators
failed to replace two colleagues and have
moved to reduce courses and restructure
the curriculum. Dissatisfied with the
changes, the two announced in May that
they would resign at the end of the year.
They were told that a temporary, part-time
instructor would replace all four positions,
DeKatzew said.
“We have dedicated our lives and passion to ethnic studies,” DeKatzew said.
“But we’ve found the administration has
not been supportive and appreciative of
the importance of the program. They’ve
taken the mentality of a corporate business, chipping away at the program little
by little.”
That worries such students as ethnic
studies major Angelina Castellanos, who
said that the electives she needs to fulfill
her degree requirement may not be offered
in the spring and she might have to delay
graduation.
“We feel we are not going to have an
ethnic studies program,” said Castellanos,
2 6. “They may label it as ethnic studies but
we know if faculty doesn’t get replaced,
we’ll be pretty much out of the conversation.”
Stanislaus spokesman David Tonelli
said the college supports ethnic studies
and intends to recruit new tenure-track
faculty. But the program is attracting few
majors and may need to be included in a
broader liberal studies major, he said.
Officials at San Jose State are proposing
to reduce African-American studies from
a department with its own administrative functions and fold it into the sociology and social sciences department. They
argue that the program as it currently
stands with one full-time faculty member
and about 12 student majors can’t sustain
itself. The move would provide students
with a wider variety of courses and they
would still be able to major or minor in
African-American studies, spokeswoman
Pat Lopes Harris said.
But department chair Ruth Wilson
said the low numbers reflect a lack of investment. She argued that her department
and other ethnic studies programs are in a
Catch-2 2 : budget cuts that resulted in fewer faculty, courses and student enrollment
are now being used to justify further cuts.
“There are students from all ethnic
groups that take our courses but when you
start chipping away at the status of a program that’s already small, it raises a fear
among students that the program will disappear,” Wilson said.
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#THRIVERESCUEHOME

T hriv e R escue H ome sav ior to sex- trafficking v ictims in T hailand
Parishioners form organization, make safe haven for exploited Thai boys and girls
By George Tanner
Contributing Writer
The warm rays of the rising
sun hit the jungle landscapes of
Thailand, where five girls between
the ages of seven and 15 sit on the
beach.
They followed the 300-yard
semi-dirt trail from their home in
Pattaya to watch the golden sphere
peek into view.
It is Easter Sunday on the mainland of Thailand.
About 8,000 miles away, the
stage at River of Life Christian
Church in Santa Clara is alive and
beating. Music ranging from classical to rock to pop resonates from
the speakers.
A captivating spoken word is
delivered.
Two dance groups express
themselves via graceful choreography and stomping to the fast paced
tempo of “Jai Ho.”
This is no ordinary talent show.
This benefit show is raising money
for the girls enjoying the sunrise
on the beach in Pattaya.
The five girls on the beach all
have something in common — they
have been sex trafficked and they
are not alone.
Jenifer Kraus, a resident of
Thailand, said “In Pattaya alone
I think (on) any given night, they
say there (are) about 2 0,000 girls
for sale.”
Denny Pham, a senior creative
arts major, illustrated the impact
of sex trafficking in his spoken
word performance by reciting “2 7
million/ That’s how many women
and children are living lives they
shouldn’t be living in/ That’s more
slaves worldwide than when Abe
Lincoln was still alive/ 144,000 is
how many are added daily.”

Many parents are unaware that
their daughters are being trafficked for sex.
“Sometimes they think they are
sending their child to sell flowers
on the street and then that child
ends up being trafficked,” said
Jenifer Kraus, founder of a rescue
home.
When the parents intentionally
sell their children on the streets,
they do not necessarily feel any
regret.
Kraus said that Buddhism is
the main religion in Thailand and
that Buddhists believe in reincarnation.

Jeremy Kraus said their goal is
to get the girls they rescue to become leaders in their community
and give back as much as possible.
The majority of the girls that
come to the Thrive Rescue Home
are brought there by police officers, child protection officers, social workers, City Hall, investigators or investigative organizations.
The Kraus’ have housed as
many as 11 children in the rescue
home. The ages have ranged from
six to 18.
“One of the things that we take
pride in is we treat all of our girls like
they are ours,” Jeremy Kraus said.

When we were there, we spent time in the home and saw how
the girls were so free and happy. Y ou could nev er imagine what
they’v e been through in the past
J essica
ssica L iao
A R iv er of L ife parishioner and San J ose State
tate alumna
alu
lumn
mna
mn

The belief of reincarnation implies that whatever happens to you
in your current life is a response to
your past life.
Kraus said that parents sometimes believe their child’s past life
is to blame for sex-trafficking.
Jeremy and Jenifer Kraus spent
three months in Thailand in 2 009
and discovered how much of a need
there was for a home dedicated to
sex-trafficking victims.
Three years later the Kraus’
moved to Thailand and started the
Thrive Rescue Home.
Their mission is to “rescue,
restore and release hope back
into the hearts of the girls that
we rescue.”

He said this involves enrolling
the girls at a private Thai school so
they can obtain a better education.
“They are all getting good
grades too,” Jeremy Krause said.
As you enter the Thrive Rescue
Home you see different textures
and colors designating various areas of the home.
There is a play therapy area and
lounge areas. A tent is placed under the stairs for a small safe place
for any of the girls to go to if they
feel a need to retreat.
On the first floor the two boys,
exceptions to the accepting girls
only rule, occupy a room.
The girls share a master bedroom on the second floor with

BORDERPATROL

B order Patrol rarely
punishes agents accused
of abuse, study shows
By Franco Ordonez
McClatchy Tribune

white bunk beds and matching
pink and white comforters.
Disney princess stickers cover
the walls. A door separates the two
floors and visitors are not allowed
to go upstairs.
This allows the girls to remove
themselves from the guests presence if they so desire.
Pastor Q uoc Nguyen, an employee at River of Life Christian
Church in Santa Clara, and his
wife began financially supporting
the Thrive Rescue Home two years
before the Kraus’ even moved to
Thailand.
Nguyen and Jeremy Kraus met at

tween the date the complaint
was filed and the last record
date provided in the data set
was 389 days,” the report said.
“This absolutely confirms
the experiences of our border
families and communities,”
said Vicki Gaubeca, director of
the American Civil Liberties
Union’s Regional Center for
Border Rights in New Mexico.
“U.S. Customs and Border
Protection is now the largest
law enforcement agency in
the nation, and yet this massive buildup of border enforcement resources has not been
matched with adequate accountability and oversight.”

Spokesmen for Customs
and Border Protection, which
includes both Border Patrol
A new report by an immiagents and customs officers at
gration watchdog finds that
points of entry, did not respond
the United States’ largest fedto requests for comment.
eral law enforcement agency
According to the comrarely punishes its agents for
plaints, which the immitheir mistreatment of immigration council received in
grants and American citizens.
response to a Freedom of
The report by the American
Information Act request,
Immigration Council found
physical abuse was the most
that 97 percent of abuse comcommon complaint, folplaints lodged against Border
lowed by “excessive use of
Patrol agents and Customs
force.” Other allegations inand Border Protection officers
clude inadequate conditions
resulted in no disciplinary
and racial profiling.
action once an investigation
There were seven allegahad been completed. Those intions of sexual abuse, includcluded a complaint from
ing three allegations of
a pregnant woman in El
forced sexual intercourse
Paso, Texas, that she had
and four of inapproprimiscarried after a Bor- U .S. C ustoms and B order
ate touching or forcing
der Patrol agent kicked Protection is now the largest
female aliens to bare their
her in the stomach, and law enforcement agency
breasts.
several complaints from
But 11 other instances
in the nation, and yet this
women that they had
that weren’t classified as
been forced to bare their massiv e buildup of border
sexual abuse seemed simenforcement resources
breasts while in custody.
ilar in nature to others
The survey also has not been matched with
that were, including two
found that many com- adeq uate accountability and
in which women said they
plaints against U.S. borwere forced to bare their
ov ersight
der agents take years to
breasts, four allegations
Vicki Gaubeca
resolve. The council reof inappropriate strip
director of the A merican C iv il L iberties
viewed 809 complaints
searches and four claims
U nion’s R egional C enter for B order R ights
filed in the three years
in N ew Mexico
of inappropriate touchfrom January 2 009 to
ing during a search. In
January 2 012 . But of
one case, the case descripthose, only 485 had been inThe report provides a tion referred only to sexual
vestigated and resolved. The detailed look inside the gov- abuse, without specifics.
remainder are still under in- ernment response to abuse
Of the 485 cases where a
vestigation, including a nearly complaints that have grown decision was made, six com5-year-old allegation of forced as U.S. Customs and Border plaints led to counseling, two
sexual intercourse lodged July Protection and the Border Pa- led to court proceedings, two
30, 2 009, against a Border Pa- trol have more than doubled led to oral reprimands and two
trol agent in El Centro, Calif.
in size in the last seven years. led to what the report called
Among the cases that were Its results closely track Mc- “written reports.” Only one
still “pending investigation, Clatchy reports into question- resulted in a suspension, the
the average number of days be- able actions by border agents.
report said.

a leadership conference and clicked.
“It felt like we had the same
DNA, the same vision and the
same passion for ministry,” Nguyen said.
Through the River of Life
Church, Nguyen has continued
to help fund the Thrive Rescue
Home.
Two benefit shows titled
Christmas in Thailand and Easter
in Thailand have been held at the
church.
This year’s Easter in Thailand
event raised over $ 6,000, which Jeremy and Jenifer Kraus say will go to
building a community center.
The community center will be
used to teach English classes, give

out food, create a safe place for
children to play, provide Internet
services and more.
“We just planned on using the
talents that we had. Whether it be
singing, dancing, (or) rapping to
raise money,” Nguyen said.
Along with some parishioners,
Nguyen has spent a week at the
Thrive Rescue Home on a mission
trip.
“When we were there, we spent
time in the home and saw how
the girls were so free and happy,”
said Jessica Liao, a River of Life
parishioner and San Jose State
alumna. “You could never imagine what they’ve been through in
the past.”
Kevin Chieng, a parishioner
and junior kinesiology major,
taught the kids how to dance to
Gangnam Style.
After demonstrating the dance
moves, Chieng turned around to
see all of the children joyously
mimicking him.
“It was joy that you really can’t
replicate and you really can’t
fake,” Chieng said.
Nguyen said that Jeremy and
Jenifer Kraus, “have created heaven on Earth.”
Perhaps the best way to demonstrate the Thrive Rescue Home’s
success is through simple acts of
love.
Jeremy Kraus recalled a memory when he was given a Father’s
Day card from an eight-year-old
girl at Thrive Rescue Home that
read, “Thank you Pa Jeremy for
rescuing me and giving me a
safe place to live and I love my
school.”
“Just those little things make it
worth it,” Jeremy Kraus said.
George Tanner is a Spartan Daily
contributing writer.
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#USFCINFONIGHT

United Sorority and Fraternity
Council hosts Info Night
By Yasmine Mahmoud
@yasminemahmoud
Holding life-sized, Greek letters made
of wood, a couple hundred people stood in
the Campus Village Q uad last Thursday
for the SJSU United Sorority and Fraternity
Council’s (USFC) Info Night.
The event featured a multicultural
showcase.
The show began with pumping hip-hop
music and chapter members breaking out
in informal dances and chatting with each
other.
Sororities and fraternities with ethnic affiliations and onlookers were all invited to
perform and observe dances and socialize.
Bryan Tsujimoto, a senior molecular
biology major and member of Alpha Kappa
Omega, said he has attended all three
information nights.
“It’s cool, this is all about us coming together as a community and what we do for
each other,” Tsujimoto said.
The showcase has been put on for three

years in a row.
“It’s great to see the love that people have
for Greek organizations,” Tsujimoto said.
Tsujimoto said that this year yielded the
largest crowd yet.
“I just like to see what’s going on, on
campus,” said Melia Hamilton, a freshman
communications major and member of the
Panhellenic Council.
Members of non-affiliated fraternities and sororities sat on the sidelines and
watched the performances as well.
The Panhellenic Council is a union of
general interest women’s fraternities and
sororities at SJSU.
There are six chapters according to the
SJSU website.
“I’ve been involved in a few of the multicultural philanthropies,” Hamilton said. “I
feel like PHC and the Multicultural Council
should be more closer than they are.”
Akhil Puri, a Sigma Lambda Beta from
UC Santa Cruz, said he came out to support
his fraternity.
Sigma Lambda Beta is really close, with

lots of inter-chapter relations, Puri said.
He participated in the loosely choreographed dance that Sigma Lambda Beta
performed for the group.
“We don’t really have a Greek life out
there,” Puri said of UC Santa Cruz. “It’s cool
to see some culture.”
Each group introduced itself with
a brief speech from a president or
representative.
The groups performed choreographed
and freestyle dances and chants.
Some sororities introduced new members and had them dance on their own or
perform chants.
Many of the sororities and fraterni-

ties included members that were not
necessarily a part of the group such as Kappa
Sigma Omicron, a Filipino fraternity that
includes members of other ethnicities.
“We are all about leadership, academic
excellence, cultural awareness and cultural
responsibility,” Tsujimoto said about his
fraternity.
Many of the fraternities echoed this
sentiment in their introductions and
performances.
“They’re all awesome (and) I love
watching them,” Hamilton said. “They’re
all unique.”
Yasmine Mahmoud is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

Yasmine Mahmoud | Spartan Daily
Top Right: Members of various Greek organizations watch fellow fraternities and sororities perform dances and chants at the showcase. Bottom Left: Carlos Cortez, a software
engineering sophomore, shouts the Sigma Delta Alpha slogan to his fraternity brothers at the showcase. Bottom Right: Members of Kappa Sigma Omicron, a Filipino fraternity,
stand in unity during their performance at the showcase.
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#FOODREVIEW

C afe E den: an alternativ e to fast- food frenz y

‘O range is the N ew B lack’
will get third season
on N etfl ix
By Yvonne Villarreal
McClatchy Tribune

Philip Beadle | Spartan Daily
Cafe Eden opened its doors and began serving Mediterranean dishes such as shawarma, falafels and pita Friday April
11.
By Josie Chavez
@Josie_Chavez23
Downtown San Jose can be a daunting place if you’re searching for a great
place to grab lunch.
There aren’t a lot of options if you’
aren’t looking to scarf down the usual
burger and fries combo or a slice of
pizza.
Cafe Eden, a Mediterranean restaurant new to the downtown area, is a
refreshing choice among the fast food
joints that culminate downtown.
Nestled between First and Santa
Clara streets, Cafe Eden, a family-owned
restaurant, is in its fourth week of
business.
The cafe offers choices such as
falafel, feta and tomato sandwiches,
beef shawarma, beef wraps and pita
bread.
I was pleasantly surprised to learn
how delicious the food was.
One of my favorite aspects was the
sweet and tangy flavor of the food.
I had the six-piece falafel and lentil
soup for lunch.
The six-piece falafel was incredibly
tasty and had a tangy sauce on the side
for dipping.

I was surprised to find how good
the lentil soup was and how well it
paired with the falafel.
The pita bread was made fresh,
which complies with its slogan “fresh,
homemade Mediterranean.”
If you have time to stay for dessert,
the cafe offers desserts to complete
your meal.

T he six- ppiece falafel
was incr
incredibly tasty
and had a tangyy sa
sauce
ce
on the side for dipping
dipp ng
I tried the Baklava — a pastry made
of filo dough, walnuts, sugar, butter
and cinnamon.
The desserts are small, about the
size of a cookie and not very rich.
Cafe Eden also serves coffees and teas.
The food is well-prepared and
thoroughly cooked.
Cafe Eden has a clean environment
which puts customers at ease when
they walk in for lunch.
The staff members are very
friendly, welcoming and happy

to help customers who are new to
Mediterranean cuisine choose and
become acquainted with their menu.
You pay up front for your meal and can
decide if you want to dine-in or take your
meal to go.
If you decide to dine-in, Middle-Eastern
music croons in the background as you enjoy your meal and sit amidst the downtown
bustle.
Since it is a downtown restaurant,
there is a big lunch crowd — most of which
appears to be employees of the downtown
area.
All customers, whether regulars or
newcomers, are treated with the same level
of enthusiasm from the staff.
If you prefer value meal prices, this
place might not be your favorite.
Most meals here cost $ 10 to $ 15. The
quality of the food here is key.
I would argue that you get what you
pay for.
The check might be higher than
value menu restaurants, but you leave
feeling satisfied.
Cafe Eden is a delicious break from
the ordinary which will surely make it
a gem in an urban rough.
Josie Chavez is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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Netflix announces their original “dramedy” will have a
third season before the second season airs.
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Netflix has extended the
sentence of “Orange Is the New
Black” to a third season.
Ahead of its second
season rollout, which gets
unleashed to the public June
6 on the streaming site, came
word — or a photo, rather —of
the renewal.
Laura
Prepon,
who
plays inmate Alex Vause,
a thorny ex of Taylor
Schilling’s Piper Chapman,
in the prison dramedy, let
the cat out of the bag on her
Instagram account.
Prepon’s role was reduced for
Season 2 , though if her hashtags

are any indication, she’ll be
returning for the third cycle.
Netflix
has
not
officially announced a renewal,
but a source close to production
confirmed to the Los Angeles
Times that work on a third season has begun.
It’s not the first time Netflix
has given an early renewal to
one of its programs.
In fact, the Jenji Kohan series, based on the memoir from
Piper Kerman, received a second-season renewal ahead of its
first season debut last year.
Meanwhile, the critical darling awaits its Emmys fate.
Netflix submitted the
one-hour
dramedy
for
consideration as a comedy.
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LIVE MUSIC!
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Show us your SJSU Student I.D.
at our City Centre Branch and
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UNIQUE ARTS & CRAFTS
Over 150 fine artists from across the country
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STRUTTERS PARADE!
www.campbellchamber.com
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Free Car Buying Service
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Free Financial Education Seminars.



Multiple Branch Locations, many
conveniently open on Saturdays!

Santa Clara County
Federal Credit Union
City Centre Branch & ATM
140 E. San Fernando Street
San Jose, CA 95112
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class of quarterbacks.
" I hope four of them go
before we pick," he said with
a chuckle (the Bills drafted
quarterback E.J. Manuel in
the first round last year).
" If four go, we' ll be ready. If
none go, we' ll be ready."
Yes, four quarterbacks
could go in the first eight
picks. And yes, none could
go in the first eight picks.
It starts with the Texans. And it looks as if
the Texans might not
want to start with the
first pick.
" I think the Texans are
looking to get out," said
former Browns general
manager and longtime Ravens executive Savage,
who now has broadcasting gigs with ESPN and
Sirius XM Satellite raGerry Melendez | McClatchy Tribune dio. " I don' t think they' re
asking for an arm and a
South Carolina defensive end Jadeveon Clowney (7) waves to fans after a 34-24 win against Wisconsin
leg, either."
in the Capital One Bowl on Wednesday, Jan. 1, 2014, in Orlando. Clowney is the projected No. 1 pick in
Speculation has swirled
the 2014 NFL Draft which begins Thursday.
in recent days that the Texans indeed are looking to
move out of the top spot,
although we' re told no final
decision has been made.
They face a conundrum
with the first pick, for a couBy Bob Glauber
by whichever team goes into that No. 1 spot,"
ple of reasons.
McClatchy Tribune
said Phil Savage, director of the Senior Bowl
One, they need a quarterback but are not
and one of the most knowledgeable people fully convinced that any of the top prospects —
There is no better example of just how un- about college players. " There is a lot of uncer- Johnny Manziel of Texas A& M, Teddy Bridgepredictable this year' s NFL draft has become tainty, especially with the order in which the water of Louisville, Blake Bortles of Central
than the status of the No. 1 overall pick: No teams are going to make their picks. We know Florida and Derek Carr of Fresno State — are
one – maybe not even the Texans, who own it –
the names. We just don' t know the order of worth the No. 1 overall pick.
knows just what will happen at this point.
where those names will come off."
But Houston also is enamored of the top
Unlike almost every other draft, in
Translation: We suspect that if bil- pass rushers in the draft: South Carolina
which there are plenty of clues about who' s lionaire Warren Buffett were offering a defensive end Jadeveon Clowney and Bufdoing what at the top of the draft, it is $ 1-million prize for anyone who nails a falo linebacker Khalil Mack. And there' s
anybody' s guess about what names — and mock draft, he' d keep the money. Just as increased chatter that Atlanta is lookwhat teams — NFL commissioner Roger he did with his offer in the NCAA men' s ing to move up from No. 5 to No. 1 to take
Goodell will call out on May 8 at Radio City basketball tournament.
Clowney, who visited with the Falcons during
Another example of just how unpredict- the week.
Music Hall.
" This is a very interesting draft at the very able this could turn out to be: Bills general
It' s a quandary with which Savage is sometop, and I don' t think we' re going to know ex- manager Doug Whaley, who has the ninth what familiar. When he was the Browns' genactly what happens until the first card goes in overall pick, was asked Friday about this year' s eral manager in 2 007 , he had the third overall

Uncertainty and unpredictably
reign as NFL Draft draws near

pick and a major need at quarterback. That
draft didn' t feature quite the class of quarterbacks that' s available in this one and Savage
decided not to make a reach pick, opting for
tackle Joe Thomas, who has since turned into
a perennial All-Pro.
" We took Joe Thomas at the top of that
draft because we thought he was a can' t-miss
(prospect)," Savage said. " We then circled back
at the bottom of the first round and took
Brady Q uinn."
Savage pulled off a trade with Dallas
to get Q uinn with the 2 2 nd overall pick,
and though Q uinn never panned out, the
dynamics of Savage' s predraft thinking are
worth mentioning.
That kind of approach could come into
play with some or all of the quarterbackneedy teams at the top. Of the first eight
picks, six teams — Houston (1), Jacksonville
(3), Cleveland (4), Oakland (5), Tampa (7 ) and
Minnesota (8) — can make a case to go for
a quarterback.
Or not, if some or all of them are unconvinced that any of the passers merit a
top-10 pick.
" I' ve known that this would be a class with a
lot of quarterbacks, but I' ve always recognized
that you were going to poke some holes in
them," Savage said. " In this quarterback class,
you can find weaknesses in every one of them.
They all have some strengths as well. That' s the
real art of putting together a winning team,
having a vision for a player, not only from
a scouting standpoint but from a coaching
standpoint as well. It' s easier said than done."
Clowney' s situation makes the dynamic all
the more interesting. There have been questions about his work ethic but there is no debating his talent, which is off the charts. But
Clowney' s best position is as a 4-3 defensive
end; the Texans run a 3-4, which makes Mack,
a versatile outside linebacker, a potentially
more valuable target. The tricky part is how
low the Texans can trade and still come away
with Mack; he might not be there at No. 5 if
they swap picks with Atlanta.
Confusing circumstances? You bet. And
don' t be surprised if things continue to evolve
in the days ahead as speculation continues to
ramp up and force changes to all those mock
drafts — emphasis on the word " mock" — that
most likely will fall apart once Goodell starts
calling off the names.
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For Rent
SJSU International House
Close to campus
U.S. & International students
Safe. Friendly. Homelike
Intercultural experience
Wireless Internet access
Computer lab. Study room
Well-equipped kitchen
Pianos and game room
Assigned parking (fee)
One semester contract
Apply now! http://www.sjsu.edu/ihouse/
360 S. 11th St., 408-924-6570
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Sudoku Puzzle

Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3
box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

Crossword Puzzle

Opportunities
$$ SPERM DONORS WANTED $$
Earn up to $1,200/month and help
create families. Convenient Los Altos
location. Apply online:
www.SPERMBANK.com
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Place your ads ONLINE at
www.SpartanDaily.com/Advertising
You can also place
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Spartan Daily Ad office.
Call us at 408.924.3270 or
visit us in DBH 209.
Office Hours: 1:30 - 4:15 P.M.
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Check us out!

The Spartan Daily makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor is there any
guarantee implied. The classified columns of the Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and
offers are not approved or verified by the newspaper. Certain advertisements in these columns
may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional information.
Classified readers should be reminded that, when making these further contacts, they should
require complete information before sending money for goods or services. In addition, readers
should carefully investigate all firms offering employment listings or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

ACROSS
1 Brazil
discoverer
Cabral
6 Plant prop
10 Valuables
protector
14 Hard-toget-into
schools
15 Cornell or
Pound
16 Cake layer
17 Churches
establish
them
abroad
20 Swiss
peak
21 Dubai VIP
22 Band
worn
during
mourning
23 Boston
Marathon
month
25 Newspaper
section
26 Realty
measure
28 Afternoon
drink servers
32 Partner
of Lois or
Lewis
34 The
Sultan of
Swat
35 Fancy
dresser
38 Suit
request

42 View
finder?
43 Require
44 Weight
units
45 Secondcentury
astronomer
48 Cream
lump
49 Bangkok
citizen
51 Gasped
with
delight
53 Disreputable lenders
55 Foodthickening
starch
56 Exec’s
degree
59 Lost on
the battlefield
62 “Do ___
others ...”
63 Flow slow
64 Like a raw
diamond
65 “West
Side
Story”
extra
66 Dutch
South
African
67 Keeps in
the manuscript

DOWN
1 Fine cotton
2 Like Satan
3 Entirely
unalike
4 Domicile
(Abbr.)
5 American
dogwood
6 Suffering
from
dementia
7 One
spelling
for an old
Russian
ruler
8 Make a
blooper
9 Writer
Angelou
10 Treads
heavily
11 Way to
the altar
12 Wined
and dined
13 Once,
formerly
18 Forget
to include
19 Fast or
march,
sometimes
24 Prefix
with
“scope”
26 Wile E.’s
favorite
firm
27 Surfeit
with
excess

29 Humble
home
30 Missile
platform
31 Kimono
tie
33 Heyerdahl’s raft
35 Meadow
residents
36 Capital of
Norway
37 “Check
this out!”
39 Classic
introduction?
40 ___ Aviv
41 Club for
knights
45 Person of
the cloth
46 Whiny
type
47 Activity
on
a mat
49 “To ___
own self
be true”
50 It makes
waste
52 Conjurer’s
first word?
53 Salacious
stuff
54 Highbrow
55 L or XL
57 Ring
match
58 Kitchen
pests
60 Mush
61 Blast
maker
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Student fee is a complete joke Sports fans need to keep the
game out of personal lives
It’s no secret that the Student
What is even worse is that we are
Success, Excellence and Technology
also paying for students taking lab
Fee (SSETF) has been ripping us off
and activity classes when a lot of us
since its conception in Fall 2 012 .
are not taking those type of courses.
Paying $ 350 this semester for
The SSETF charges everyone for
something that most students
lab fees, activity fees and any extra
have no information about is
class associated expenditure that it
already suspicious, but now fees are
can under the guise of new technolincreasing to $ 37 5 in Fall 2 014 and
ogy and better learning experiences.
then $ 415 in Spring 2 015.
The only nice thing is that the
The superfluous rise in fees
fee doesn’t discriminate between
Follow Nick
begs the question: what are we
students because it’s ripping us all off
Esposito
on Twitter equally.
paying for?
@NickSEsposito
According to the University,
Administration wants us to pay
we are paying for “miscellaneous
more money each semester and
course fees and the instructionally related
that’s just not right.
activities,” and “innovative and effective
I have no problem with paying fees that are
technology-enabled learning
beneficial to my success and
There
Th
ere is a way to learning at SJSU, but I do have
experiences for students.”
That translates to students ch
a problem with paying for
charge
arg students
nts
is that the fee is for whatever
everyone else’s.
responsib ility
the hell the univesity wants to respo
Before they start chargpay for.
ing us more, they need to take
The worst part is that there is no stopping a step a back and ask, “How can we be more
them from doing so.
responsible? ”
This kind of situation happens all the time
They can start with implementing transwhen school administrators and school political parency in the SSETF fee.
leaders implement fees and policies that are
Administration should start telling us the
supposed to “enhance” student learning and
truth about where our money goes and stop
provide better “opportunities” to the campus as
hiding it with muddled language and confusa whole.
ing budget analysis.
The reality is that these are just clever ways
They need to stop giving all the spoils to the
to charge and tax students until they get what
athletics department, and need to start fundthey want — our money.
ing themselves.
This is clearly seen through the allocation
In Fall 2 013 we had more than 31,000
of SSETF funds.
students enrolled at SJSU.
Outrageously, 40 percent of the mandatory
I can tell you that a majority of them were
fee goes to athletics.
not in the athletics program.
Of the $ 19,2 06,37 0 collected in SSETF fees,
We need to stop charging students like they
you’re telling me that more than $ 7 million of
are all a part of the athletics department.
it has to go to our athletics department?
The SSETF fee is a joke. and there is no quesI’m a sports fan and I completely support
tion about it.
our athletic endeavors, but I highly doubt that
The fee either needs to go die alone in a field
our athletics department really needs that
and never come back again, or needs to be more
much of our proverbial pie.
realistically overhauled.
That is one-third of the money we have to
There is a way to charge students responsibly.
spend and most of us get no benefit from it.
Most of us wouldn’t mind paying if we
The whole point of the fee is to be for all of
knew what we were paying for.
our benefits.
Nick Esposito is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Traveling with a disability
As I go down the aisle of the
airplane. I get a lot of spasms in my
plane toward the bathroom in my
legs and it is difficult to control
wheelchair, I can sense the stares of
them. My left leg hyperextends
the other passengers.
and when I try to bend it, it wants
This is one of the challenges of
to straighten back up again.
traveling with a disability.
Accessibility has sometimes
I have cerebral palsy and have
been a problem when I travel. Not
been traveling since I was about
many countries are wheelchair
nine years old. It may take more
accessible.
time to prepare, but in the end it’s
On the other hand, there are
Follow Talia
the experience that counts and
so many great opportunities to
Geliebter on Twitter experience when traveling with a
makes it worthwhile.
@TGeliebter
There are many challenges and
disability.
necessary preparations for travelOne can go to many exciting
ing with a disability. One needs
places in the world and
It m
makes
ma
me
to pack medications, a wheeleat different, tasty
chair charger (if a power chair
foods.
pp to travel to
happy
is used on the trip), tools in case ha
I have been to many
the chair breaks down and other
places in the world. I’ve
faraway places
necessary items for that indigone to Israel (three
vidual’s particular disability.
times), England, Spain,
To prepare for a long flight, one needs to
Mexico, Costa Rica, Trinidad and Tobago,
wear comfortable clothes and drink fewer liq- New York, New Jersey, Florida, Canada, Maui,
uids because it is difficult to use the airplane’s Japan, Thailand, Greece, Chicago, Phoenix,
lavatory during the flight. It is also important Indianapolis and Minnesota.
to move in your seat in order to get your blood
It makes me happy to travel to faraway
flow to circulate throughout the body.
places.
Worrying about a forgotten toothbrush
Roll in my wheelchair one day and see
or deodorant is not so bad because you can get how it feels to be me — a traveler. Being able to
those when you arrive at your destination.
travel brings the good out of me, the good out
However, worrying about everything
of all of us.
that could go wrong with a wheelchair is a
Individuals with disabilities can travel.
different story.
If you were me, you’d be stoked to travel
Wheelchairs are necessary for some people somewhere far away. After all, what’s traveland if they break down or are lost, the whole
ing without the fun?
trip is ruined.
Individuals, with or without disabiliI haven’t lost my chair yet, but anything
ties, have a right to travel and it brings the
can happen.
travel bug out of them. I can’t get enough of
Because of my cerebral palsy, I am unable
traveling.
to relax my legs when sitting down in an
Talia Geliebter is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

At the same time, I still woke up
I’m a huge sports fan, but I’m a
this morning and made my coffee just
lot of other things too.
like usual.
My favorite team is my homeI don’t have the time and entown San Diego Chargers.
ergy to waste on Sterling, a jerk I
I died a little inside when
don’t even know.
my favorite player, LaDainian
I have my own jerks to deal with.
Tomlinson, a running back with a
Basketball is still just basketball
monster stiff arm, several NFL reand Clippers fans need not feel guilty
cords and a decent shot at the Hall
over rooting for their team.
of Fame, retired without winning
The issue is about an employer
a Super Bowl.
Follow Philip Beadle
on Twitter
who discriminates against his emI was sad watching him an@Beadlebeat
ployees, not hoops.
nounce his retirement on ESPN,
We shouldn’t let athletes and ownbut when it was over I went back to
ers slide on accountability, but we shouldn’t do
my homework, washed some dishes and went
the same for fans either.
about my business.
Want a more conscienTomlinson stopped
I don
don’t see the
tious professional sports
playing football that day,
environment?
but our lives did not stop. neces
necessity to go
It starts with the fans.
He kept on with his
throwing curses
th
In the meantime, let’s
charity work and I went on
being a college student.
around at professional
sional keep our sports separate
from our realities.
While sports give me a
athletes
Giants fan Bryan Stow
couple hours of distraction
being beaten into a coma was
from real life, all it really
an absolute tragedy.
provides is escapism.
The Sharks and Kings are rival teams that
People forget that sometimes.
Sports are played on courts, fields and other battled in the playoffs to see who would continue
toward the Stanley Cup.
venues enclosed by painted lines.
Contact sports are dangerous, but they
Real life is everything that happens outside
shouldn’t be for spectators behind the glass.
those lines, which is why it confuses me that
I’m glad everyone remembered that the
sports permeate into our everyday lives so much.
game ends when the buzzer sounds because the
The San Francisco 49ers wear red and gold.
type of day your favorite athlete or sports team
BART trains new seats are green and blue
like the Niners’ rival team, the Seattle Seahawks. is having does not dictate the kind of day you
are having.
For some reason this has upset people.
You have your own grown-up-people
Think about the priorities — 147 people were
problems.
shot in Chicago last month on weekends alone.
In the movie, A Bronx Tale, a mobster named
Despite that, people are protesting and
Sonny tells the protagonist, at the time a crying
circulating petitions to change the upholstery
little kid, “Mickey Mantle? Is that what you’re
on some train seats.
upset about? Mickey Mantle makes $ 100,000
I hope people who are talking about a boya year. How much does your father make? You
cott over the colors are joking.
don’t know? Well, see if your father can’t pay the
Jobs are hard to come by these days so a
rent go ask Mickey Mantle and see what he tells
person shouldn’t screw up their commute just
you. Mickey Mantle don’t care about you, so why
to rep their sports team.
should you care about him? Nobody cares.”
Donald Sterling’s incoherent, bigoted
He continues, “F* * * Mickey Mantle because
ramblings went viral this weekend and I’m not
Mickey Mantle will never pay your rent.”
sure how much I care.
I don’t see the necessity to go throwing
On one hand, I’m glad the NBA Players
Association is investigating allegations against curses around at professional athletes, but the
point remains the same.
him for racism in the workplace.
None of these athletes are losing sleep over
I’m glad the NBA is making an example
the fortunes of their fans, so why should fans
of its longest-tenured owner by banning
be so quick to make sports such an integral part
him from all NBA facilities and events,
fining him $ 2 .5 million and hopefully soon of their lives?
Philip Beadle is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
forcing him to sell the team.
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Spartan Daily

Mock Draft

cut along the line
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Austin Belisle

You

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Pick your own mock draft!

Khalil Mack

LB Buffalo

Mack’s meteoric rise in the draft starts with his game tape, which
highlights an explosive edge rusher and linebacker who can drop
into coverage.

Round 1

May 8
8 p.m. ET
Rounds 2-3
cut along the line

Colton Seike
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

May 9
7 p.m. ET
Rounds 4-7

Jadeveon Clowney

DE South Carolina
Clowney is a great pass rusher with elite pass-rushing moves.
He will be aggressive against the run while bolstering Houston’s stout defensive line.
Khalil Mack
LB Buffalo
Mack is a deadly rusher from the edge with great explosion
off the line. An instinctive hitter, Mack has the tools to be
excellent at the next level.

May 10
12 p.m ET

Blake Bortles

Greg Robinson

OT Auburn

The Rams need help on the offensive line, and use the second pick
from the Redskins on Greg Robinson, the draft’s top-rated left
tackle.

Jadeveon Clowney

Johnny Manziel

QB Texas A&M

Owner Jimmy Haslam reportedly loves Manziel, who some see
as a potential bust in the NFL. Will he translate his game to the
next level?

Jake Matthews

OT Texas A&M

Matthews comes from a long line of professional football players, and the Raiders will appreciate his sound technique in pass
protection.

Juan Reyes
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Jadeveon Clowney

Jake Matthews

Johnny Manziel

QB Texas A&M
Manziel’s running ability and athleticism opened eyes at this
year’s combine. His passing skills have improved since then
and are underrated.

Greg Robinson

Sammy Watkins

Sammy Watkins

BOWLING

X-Bowling Collegiate Team Nationals in Reno, NV
Darren Tang ﬁnished Top-16 and named to TEAM USA
Junior National Team
Coach Lindsey Wong nominated for Coach of the Year

BOXING

National Collegiate Boxing Championships in West
Point, NY

ICE HOCKEY (D-II)

American Collegiate Hockey Association Nationals in
Boston, MA

POWERLIFTING

California State Championships

QUIDDITCH

International Quidditch Association World Cup VII in
Myrtle Beach, SC

RUGBY

Pac West Semi-Final Match in CA

SALSA

First Place, Collegiate Division, World Latin Dance
Cup in Miami, FL

Every team brings honor to San José State University and its host of Spartans through
competition, leadership, and camaraderie. Our thanks extend to every Club Sports team.
Badminton | Jiu Jitsu | Cycling | Dancesport | Gymnastics | Ice Hockey (D-III) | Men’s
Lacrosse | Women’s Lacrosse | Roller Hockey | Men’s Soccer | Women’s Soccer |
Softball | Swimming | Track & Field | Triathlon | Ultimate Frisbee | Men’s Volleyball |
Women’s Volleyball (D-I) | Women’s Volleyball (D-II) | Water Polo | Wrestling

Club Sports teams travel across the state and the country representing San José State
University. To join a team, contact Dominic Ackerman at 408-924-6274.

OT Texas A&M

He will be a nice addition on the offensive line with fellow tackle
Jake Long to give Bradford more time against a defensive-powered NFC West.

Khalil Mack

The Student Union and Student Involvement would like to congratulate
the following club teams for their accomplishments achieving national
and international recognition. You brought glory to Sparta through your
valiant efforts.

DE South Carolina

Who else would you expect to go number one? The team will give
J.J. Watt a new partner in crime to chase down quarterbacks in the
AFC South and NFL.

QB Central Florida
Bortles will not be traveling far from UCF. The Jaguars need
a franchise quarterback, and Bortles gives them an athletic
presence in the pocket.

WR Clemson
Watkins is the most explosive player in the draft and a threat
to score at any moment. His play-making ability will impact
games from day one.

DE South Carolina

Jaguars Head Coach Gus Bradley could gamble and snatch the best
defensive player with the third pick, even with a need at wide
receiver.

LB Buffalo

Jaguars Head Coach Gus Bradley could gamble and snatch the best
defensive player with the third pick, even with a need at wide
receiver.

OT Auburn

This kid is young, a third-year sophomore, but has potential to
become an elite left tackle for the Browns. The Browns may take
Sammy Watkins if available.

WR Clemson

Oakland is lined up to pick the talented wideout from Clemson,
but rumors have swirled that the Raiders are eyeing an offensive
tackle.

